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We investigate the relationship between faults and five of Fowler et al.’s least studied smells in code: Data
Clumps, Switch Statements, Speculative Generality, Message Chains, and Middle Man. We developed a
tool to detect these five smells in three open source systems: Eclipse, ArgoUML, and Apache Commons.
We collected fault data from the change and fault repositories of each system. We built Negative Binomial
regression models to analyse the relationships between smells and faults and report the McFadden effect
size of those relationships. Our results suggest that: Switch Statements had no effect on faults in any of the
three systems; Message Chains increased faults in two systems; Message Chains which occurred in larger
files reduced faults; Data Clumps reduced faults in Apache and Eclipse but increased faults in ArgoUML;
Middle Man reduced faults only in ArgoUML and Speculative Generality reduced faults only in Eclipse;
File size alone affects faults in some systems but not in all systems. Where smells did significantly affect
faults, the size of that effect was small (always under 10 per cent). Our findings suggest that some smells
do indicate fault-prone code in some circumstances but that the effect that these smells have on faults
is small. Our findings also show that smells have different effects on different systems. We conclude that
arbitrary refactoring is unlikely to significantly reduce fault-proneness and in some cases may increase
fault-proneness.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term ’Bad Smells in Code’ was used by Beck [Fowler and Beck 1999] to describe 22
particular structures in code that can cause detrimental effects on software and should
be refactored. Yet, Fowler and Beck [1999] are not specific about the detrimental effects
that smells cause. Many smells have not been studied and we have no evidence about
the nature or size of the detrimental effects of these smells. Consequently, it is hard
for developers to determine the importance of each smell.
The aim of this paper is to identify the effects of smells on faults. Evidence on these
effects is important to practitioners and to researchers. Practitioners’ fault reduction
effort can be directed to refactoring those smells most likely to be indicators of fault-
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prone code. Practitioners’ fault reduction effort need not be wasted on code containing
smells that have no effect on faults. Researchers can focus their effort on developing
effective detection and elimination strategies and tools for those smells that most affect
faults.
The effects of some smells have been studied previously. For example, Li and Shat-
nawi [2007] studied the relationship between six smells and faults1. [Olbrich et al.
2009; Olbrich et al. 2010] studied three smells2 in relation to the evolution of systems.
The size of these effects have not generally been measured except by Sjøberg et al.
[2013], who studied the effect of 12 smells on maintenance effort. We investigate five
of Fowler et al.’s least studied smells (Data Clumps, Switch Statements, Speculative
Generality, Message Chains, and Middle Man). We are the first to investigate the effect
of these five smells on software faults and to measure the size of these effects.
No existing tool detects all of the five smells that we investigate and so we developed
our own detection tool. This tool identifies code representing each of the five smells and
determines whether or not any of these smells occur in a Java file. We used version
control and fault repository data to identify the occurrence of faults in these Java files.
We collected smell and fault data from Eclipse, ArgoUML, and Apache Commons open-
source projects. We examined the distribution of the smell and fault data in these three
projects. This examination enabled us to identify Negative Binomial regression as the
most appropriate modelling technique for this data. We developed a Negative Binomial
regression model, where the dependent variable is a count of the number of faults in
a file. The independent variables in the model are the occurrence of Data Clumps,
Switch Statements, Speculative Generality, Message Chains, and Middle Man smells
in a file. An additional independent variable is the number of lines of code (LOC) in a
file. This additional variable is to investigate file size as a possible confounding factor.
We calculated the McFadden effect size of the significant relationships identified by
our model.
We make the following five contributions in this paper. First, we identify Switch
Statements as unlikely to affect faults. Second, we show that smells can effect faults
in some systems but not all systems. Third, Message Chains increase faults in some
systems. Fourth, code size impacts the effect that some smells have on faults. Fifth,
where smells do affect faults the effect size is small.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents a brief sum-
mary of the background to smells. Section 3 describes the methods applied in this
paper. Section 4 presents the results of our study. Section 5 discusses the results we
report. Section 6 identifies threats to the validity of the study. Finally, conclusions are
drawn in Section 7.
2. CODE SMELLS
2.1. Introduction to the Smells
Many code smells have been identified over the years. Brown et al. [1998] introduced
the idea of code structures in the form of 40 anti-patterns. Probably the best known of
these anti-patterns is Spaghetti Code where the code structure is incomprehensible.
Kerievsky [2004] also identified many other structures that should be refactored from
code. Kent Beck and Martin Fowler identified the most widely known set of 22 smells
[Fowler and Beck 1999]. These smells cover a wide range of software problems. For ex-
ample, the Switch Statements smell is a simple code structure that may indicate code
duplication. The Shotgun Surgery smell is a complicated code structure, a change to
1Large Class, Long Method, Shotgun Surgery, Data Class, Refused Bequest, and Feature Envy
2God Class, Shotgun Surgery and Brain Class
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which affects a sequence of different modules. Fowler and Beck [1999] say that these
22 smells ‘give you indications that there is trouble that can be solved by a refactor-
ing’. Mens and Tourwe [2004] suggest that code refactoring is most commonly directed
by Fowler et al.’s smells. Some studies report relationships exist between smells. For
example, Yamashita and Moonen [2013a] found relationships between God Method
and God Class smells, and a relationship between Data Clumps and Data Class - not
unexpected relationships given the similarity of these smells.
Our previous systematic literature review [Zhang et al. 2011] of all 39 studies of
smells published between 2000-2009 revealed that some of Fowler et al.’s 22 smells
have been studied more than others. Yamashita [2012] also report similar patchy cov-
erage of smells in published studies. For example, our recent mapping study [Shippey
et al. 2012] shows that Clones (or Duplicated Code) have been studied many times,
e.g., Gode and Koschke [2011], Rahman et al. [2010]. Shotgun Surgery, God Classes
and God Methods have been studied several times, e.g., Sjøberg et al. [2013], Olbrich
et al. [2009], Olbrich et al. [2010], Vaucher et al. [2009], Shatnawi and Li [2006] and
Li and Shatnawi [2007]. Many smells have been studied very little, for example, Fea-
ture Envy [Oliveto et al. 2011; Li and Shatnawi 2007]. Our review [Zhang et al. 2011]
shows that 12 of Fowler’s 22 smells have been investigated only within general studies
of smells. These 12 smells have not been studied in detail or in isolation, having been
studied alongside all other smells within the same five general studies (Counsell et al.
[2006], Ma¨ntyla¨ et al. [2003], Ma¨ntyla¨ et al. [2004], Ma¨ntyla¨ and Lassenius [2006],
Trifu and Reupke [2007]).
The reasons for the lack of research attention are difficult to establish but seem
to be partially related to the ease with which smells can be automatically identified
in code e.g., Li and Shatnawi [2007] say that ease motivated their choice of smells.
Those smells that have received most attention (e.g., Duplicated Code, Long Method,
and Large Class [Zhang et al. 2011] ) are relatively easy to automatically identify in
code. Those receiving least attention seem relatively more difficult to automatically
identify. Ease of identification does not fully explain variation in research attention.
For example, neither the Switch Statement nor the Comments smell has been the focus
of many studies although both smells seem relatively easy to automatically identify in
code. Alongside ease of identification, researchers may also be selecting smells that
seem most important to study, are most widely known (e.g., Olbrich et al. [2009]) or
which occur most commonly in code.
Establishing evidence that identifies the impact (or not) of all smells is important
because such evidence will help developers to determine the importance of individ-
ual smells. Developers can then make more informed decisions on the prioritisation
of refactorings. Consequently, we focus this study on those smells of which least is
currently known about their effect.
2.2. Effects of Smells on Code
Several previous studies investigate the impact that smells have on the evolution of
code. Khomh et al. [2009a] report that classes containing smells are changed more
frequently than other classes. Olbrich et al. [2009] showed that components ‘infected’
by smells need more maintenance and exhibit different change behaviour. Du Bois
et al. [2006] found that refactoring God Classes improves code comprehensibility. The
negative effect smells have on faults has also been studied previously. Li and Shatnawi
analysed six smells in relation to faults (Shatnawi and Li [2006], Li and Shatnawi
[2007]). They reported that Shotgun Surgery, God Class, and God Method smells are
associated with higher levels of fault-proneness.
Studies also show that some smells are not necessarily bad and may be good. Li and
Shatnawi [2007] found that Refused Bequest, Feature Envy, and Data Class had no
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impact on fault-proneness. Sjøberg et al. [2013] found that Refused Bequest was sig-
nificantly associated with decreased maintenance effort. Monden et al. [2002] report
that a limited amount of Duplicated Code increases the reliability of software. Kapser
and Godfrey [2008] indicate that Duplicated Code may not be harmful in many situa-
tions. Rahman et al. [2010] found a relationship between Duplicated Code and reduced
fault-proneness. D’Ambros et al. [2010] found no relationship between faults and Fea-
ture Envy or Shotgun Surgery. Abbes et al. [2011] report that a single anti-pattern in
code does not reduce code comprehension (though more than one anti-pattern in the
same code does impede comprehension). Khomh et al. [2009b] report that developers
do not always believe that the use of patterns improves the quality of code.
Other studies identify the importance of size in relation to smells. Sjøberg et al.
[2013] found that once their results were adjusted for file size and number of changes,
none of the 12 smells that they investigate were associated with increased mainte-
nance effort. Yamashita and Counsell [2013] also report that code smells are influ-
enced by code size. Olbrich et al. [2010] show the impact that God and Brain Class
smells have on code is directly influenced by class size. Classes in which these smells
occurred were initially related to higher numbers of faults. However, once those classes
were normalised for size they became related to lower numbers of faults. Vokac [2004]
similarly reports results where faults in classes participating in the Singleton and
Observer patterns are very sensitive to size. Zhou et al. [2009] also demonstrated
that class size confounded the relationship between some object-oriented metrics and
change to code. These findings suggest that size is an important confounding factor.
We have taken size into account in this study.
2.3. Detection of Smells
Various approaches to detecting smells have been developed. Early detection ap-
proaches tend to be manual, for example Travassos et al. [1999] describe an approach
based on reading code. Ma¨ntyla¨ et al. [2004] showed that the manual detection of
smells has limitations in terms of resources, scalability, and objectivity. In a follow-
up study, Schumacher et al. [2010] reported that humans are not good at detecting
God Classes - automated approaches are more competitive. Automated smell detection
approaches include the use of metrics. Munro [2005] proposed a metrics-based ap-
proach to smell detection based on formalising each smell then identifying heuristics
that can be implemented using metrics. Marinescu [2004] also developed a metrics-
based approach to smell detection as have Rao and Reddy [2008]. Pattern detection
has also underpinned many smell detection studies. For example, the DeMIMA ap-
proach [Gue´he´neuc and Antoniol 2008] to identifying design patterns has been used in
studies (e.g. [De Lucia et al. 2010]). Machine learning approaches are also increasingly
used to detect smelly code and to generate detection rules. For example, Fontana et al.
[2013] report promising results using 6 machine learning techniques, Boussaa et al.
[2013] report on their early work using competitive coevolutionary search, and Khomh
et al. [2009b] use a Bayesian-based approach to detect God Classes. Other detection
approaches have also been developed. For example, Liu et al. [2013] propose resolution
sequences to detect smells and Palomba et al. [2013] report very good detection results
based on using a combination of change histrory data and code structure information.
Moha et al. [2010] provide the comprehensive DECOR approach to specifying and
detecting smells. DECOR detects well-known, pre-defined smells, and also provides
a domain specific language allowing for the definition of other smells, based on code
metrics as well as structural and lexical code properties. A detection technique that
instantiates this method, called DETEX, is also described by Moha et al. [2010]. This
extensibility potentially provides flexible and useful code smell detection, though is yet
to be used in many published studies.
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2.4. Detection Tools
Automated tools make it possible to consistently detect smells. Tools also allow smells
to be detected and analysed in very large code bases. Consequently a range of closed
and open-source smell detection tools have been developed. Two closed-source tools
resulted from the work of Marinescu (Borland Together3 and InCode4). These tools
have been used in several published studies (e.g., Sjøberg et al. [2013]). Closed source
tools have the limitation that it is not usually possible to examine the tool’s code to
establish the smell detection strategy implemented.
Open source tools have the advantage that it is possible to examine the detection
strategies implemented by the tool. Many such tools have been developed including
JDeodrant5, PMD6, iPlasma7 [Marinescu et al. 2005], InFusion8, and StenchBlossom9
[Murphy-Hill and Black 2010a]. In addition, Ptidej10 [Gue´he´neuc 2005] is a tool devel-
oped to automate the DECOR smell detection approach. Most recently the monitoring
and instant refactoring tool InsRefactor has been presented by Liu et al. [2013].
Although there are a wide variety of tools available, each tool detects only a sub-set
of smells. No tool is pre-set to detect all smells. There is relatively small overlap in the
smells the tools detect. No tool detects all the smells that we investigated. Few tools
detect any of the five smells that we investigate. Although Ptidej (via DECOR) provides
potential extensibility to all of the smells we investigate, our evaluation [Bowes et al.
2013] showed that it was not possible to extend DECOR to all five smells that we
were investigating. This made the Ptidej tool (and DECOR) not suitable for our study
(discussed in more detail in Section 3.4). Consequently, we developed our own detection
tool (described in the next section).
3. METHODS
3.1. Aims of the Investigation
The aim of this study is to investigate whether, taking into account file size, the five
smells targeted in this investigation are more likely to be related to fault-prone files
than files not containing these smells. Consequently, we test the following hypotheses
at the p<0.05 level of significance:
Hypotheses 1: The Data Clumps Smell has no effect (either on its own or in com-
bination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Hypotheses 2: The Middle Man Smell has no effect (either on its own or in com-
bination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Hypotheses 3: The Speculative Generality Smell has no effect (either on its own
or in combination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Hypotheses 4: The Switch Statements Smell has no effect (either on its own or in
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Table I. A Summary of the Five Smells Investigated
Smell name Fowler et al. definitions
Data Clumps Some data items together in lots of places: fields in a couple of classes,
parameters in many method signatures.
Message Chains You see message chains when a client asks one object for another ob-
ject, which the client then asks for yet another object, which the client
then asks for yet another object, and so on. Navigating this way means
the client is coupled to the structure of the navigation. Any change to
the intermediate relationships causes the client to have to change.
Middle Man You look at a class’s interface and find half the methods are delegating
to this other class. It may mean problems.
Speculative Generality If the machinery was being used, it would be worth it. But if it isn’t,
it isn’t. The machinery just gets in the way, so get rid of it.
Switch Statements Switch statements often lead to duplication. Most times you see a
switch statement you should consider polymorphism.
Hypotheses 5: The Message Chain Smell has no effect (either on its own or in
combination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Hypothesis 6: The size of files is not related to numbers of faults in files.
3.2. Smells Investigated
The five smells that we investigated are described in Table I. We selected these five
smells from the 12 which have not had their effect previously investigated (mentioned
in Section 2). We chose these five smells from the 12 on the basis that they were
the most straightforward to automatically detect. To automatically detect smells, they
must be well defined. Fowler et al.’s definitions vary in their preciseness. From the 12
least studied smells, we identified those that are most precisely defined. We rated the
preciseness of the definition given on a three point scale (described in detail in Zhang
et al. [2008b]). We selected the six most precisely defined smells as those most suitable
for automatic detection. From this six, the Parallel Inheritance Hierarchies smell was
then eliminated as, unlike the other five, its identification is dependent on multiple
versions of code.
3.3. Measuring Smells
We detect two of the five smells investigated (Switch Statements and Message Chains)
as a count value for each file (i.e., we measure these smells continuously). This inte-
ger represents the number of times the smell has occurred in that file. Such integer
measurement is usually applied to smells based at the method level. We detect the
remaining three smells (Data Clumps, Speculative Generality, and Middle Man) as
a binary value for each file (i.e., we measure these smells categorically). This binary
value represents whether a particular smell is present or not in the file. Such binary
measurement is usually applied to smells based at the class level. Our combination of
binary and integer smell measurement is not unusual, for example, Li and Shatnawi
[2007] also measured two of the six smells that they investigated as integers.
3.4. Smell Detection
We developed our own tool to automatically detect the five targeted smells in Java
source code for several reasons:
(1) None of the existing smell detection tools, of which we are aware, detect the five
smells that we are investigating.
(2) No ideal tool already exists. There is evidence to suggest that existing tools are not
consistent in the smells they detect. The Fontana et al. [2011] evaluation of five ex-
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isting smell detection tools shows that tools inconsistently detect smelly code (i.e.,
each tool detects different code as containing the same smell). Our more detailed
study further confirms Fontana et al.’s findings [Bowes et al. 2013].
(3) There are currently no commonly accepted and used definitions of smells. Smells
are subjective. Universally defining and detecting smells is increasingly being
recognised as ‘challenging, if not impossible’ [Liu et al. 2013]. Therefore not sur-
prisingly, the definitions used by tools for the same smell vary. Smell definitions
seem to be based on researchers’ informal and personal interpretations of Fowler
et al.’s initial descriptions. Often, it is difficult to identify the smell definitions be-
ing used by tools as these definitions are not usually documented and must be
reverse engineered from the code (assuming the code is open source). In particu-
lar the thresholds which tools use to identify a code structure as a smell or not,
vary from one tool to another. For example, the thresholds used to define how long
a Message Chain must be for it to be classified as a Message Chain varies from
one tool to another [Bowes et al. 2013]. Variation in the thresholds used by tools
partially explain why tools inconsistently detect smelly code. Using our own tool
has the advantage that we know the definitions and thresholds that we are using
and these definitions are documented and publicly available for future users of our
tool.
(4) As our previous evaluations demonstrate (Randall [2012] and Bowes et al. [2013])
the smell definition and detection extensibility of DECOR proved impossible to im-
plement for all five of our smells. Our evaluation, found DECOR to be technically
challenging to extend and did not, at the time, support the detection of four of
the five smells we investigated. The main reason that DECOR did not support the
smells we were investigating is that Ptidej did not collect intra-method relation-
ship data; instead Ptidej collects inter-method relationship data (not helpful for
detecting our smells). In addition DECOR did not support the detection of Dupli-
cated Code (Ptidej currently does not appear to have the facility to select or analyse
code sections), Switch Statements (for the same reasons as Duplicated Code), Mid-
dle Man, Data Clumps or Speculative Generality (it is possible only to implement
a very narrow definition currently in Ptidej). For a full discussion of the smells
DECOR does and does not support see [Randall 2012]. The current limitations of
DECOR for the smells we investigated are confirmed by our private correspon-
dence with the DECOR team. Message Chains was the only smell of our five that
DECOR did detect. Our evaluation found that DECOR performed particularly well
in detecting Message Chains, which were technically difficult to detect and not eas-
ily observable by humans [Bowes et al. 2013].
Our tool is based on detecting code representative of each smell. This approach is
based on that used by Mens et al. [2003]. We used the open source API Recoder11 to
transform Java source code into abstract syntax trees. We then developed detection
algorithms to search the syntax trees using our definitions of the five targeted smells.
Our approach includes the following three steps:
Step One: Defining the smells. It is essential that each smell is defined suffi-
ciently precisely to consistently and reliably detect that smell in a piece of code. From
Fowler et al.’s definitions, we specified code templates representative of the five tar-
geted smells. We validated and refined our code templates using a panel of four prac-
titioner and academic experts (the process of validating our definitions are reported in
Zhang et al. [2008a]). The templates of code that we detect, relative to Fowler et al.’s
11Recoder API can be found at http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/recoder/index.php?title=
Main_Page (last checked 2013-07-30).
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definitions, are described in Tables II to VI. The thresholds that we applied to these
definitions are provided in Table VII.
Table II. Definition of Data Clump
Fowler et al.’s
definition
Data items hang around in groups. Often you will see the same three or four
data items together in lots of places: fields in a couple of classes, parameters
in many method signatures.
Our definition
Occurrence 1:
1. Three or more data fields stay together in more than one class.
2. These data fields should have same signatures (same names, same data
types, and same access modifiers).
3. These data fields may not group together in the same order.
Occurrence 2:
1. Three or more input parameters stay together in more than one method’s
declaration.
2. These parameters should have same signature (same names, same data
types).
3. These parameters may not be grouped together in the same order.
4. These methods should not be in the same inheritance hierarchy and with
the same method signature.
NB: A Data Clump can be two integers and one float in Place A, and the same
two integers and one float in Place B. It should not be two integers and one
float in Place A, and one integer, one boolean and one float in Place B.
Table III. Definition of the Message Chains
Fowler et al.’s
definition
You see message chains when a client asks one object for another object, which
the client then asks for yet another object, which the client then asks for yet
another another object, and so on. You may see these as a long line of getThis
methods, or as a sequence of temps.
Our definition
Occurrence 1:
1. In order to access a data field in another class, a statement must
call more than a threshold value of getter methods in a sequence (e.g. int
a=b.getC().getD(); or int a=b.getD(c.getC());)
2. This method call statement and the declarations of getter methods are in
different classes.
Occurrence 2:
1. A method has more than a threshold number of temporary variables.
2. A temporary variable (an object) is a variable that only accesses data mem-
bers (data fields/getter methods) of the other classes or other temp variables.
NB: Message Chains for any class which is imported, and for which we have
the source code, have been followed. Message Chains are not followed for any
imports from a jar file for which we do not have the source code. This means
that Message Chains that result from import statements (e.g., using Java
Libraries) are excluded as their use is beyond the control of developers.
Table IV. Definition of the Middle Man
Fowler et al.’s
definition
You look at a class’s interface and find half the methods are delegating to this
other class.
Our definition
1. At least half of a class’s methods are delegation methods.
2. A delegation method is a method that:
a) Contains at least one reference to another Class.
b) Contains less than a threshold value of LOC.
Step Two: Transforming source code into abstract syntax trees. We used
the open source API Recoder version 0.84 to translate the source code from Eclipse,
ArgoUML, and Apache Commons into abstract syntax trees. The Recoder API is a
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Table V. Definition of the Speculative Generality
Fowler et al.’s
definition
If the machinery was being used, it would be worth it. But if it isn’t, it isn’t.
The machinery just gets in the way, so get rid of it. This kind of machinery
includes: abstract classes that aren’t doing much, methods with unused pa-
rameters, methods named with odd abstract names.
Our definition
Occurrence 1:
1. A class is an abstract class or interface.
2. This class has not been inherited or is only inherited by one class.
Occurrence 2:
A class contains at least one method that contains at least one parameter
which is unused.
Table VI. Definition of the Switch Statements
Fowler et al.’s
definition
The problem with switch statement is essentially that of duplication. Often
you find the same switch statement scattered about a program in different
places. If you add a new clause to the switch, you have to find all these switch




1. The code contains an instance of the switch keyword.
2. A switch has more than two branches (including default statement).
3. Each branch has more than a threshold value of LOC.
Occurrence 2:
1. The code contains an instance of if-else keyword.
2. This if-else block has more than two branches.
3. Each branch has more than a threshold value of LOC
4. The logic expressions in the if-else statements are type checking expres-
sions using instanceof key words.
Table VII. Threshold Values for each Code Smell
Detection
Component
Threshold RemarksName Value Rational
Data Clumps Minimuminstances 3
According to Fowler et al.’s def-
inition of Data Clumps Smell.
A Data Clump should con-
tain three or more instances of
data fields or input parameters





According to Fowler et al., the
minimum possible length of a
Message Chain is two.
A Message Chain should be
a chain of method calls with
more than two getter method
calls or temp variables.
Middle Man MaximumLOC 3
A delegation method should
only reference to other classes
and do not have other function-
ality.
The delegation methods of a
Middle Man should have no
more than three lines of code.
Speculative





A one branch Switch State-
ment is not a valid Switch
Statement.
A Switch Statement should
contain a least two branches.
Minimum
LOC 3
Fowler et al. suggest that the
problem of Switch Statements
is they could cause duplication
in code. However in our opin-
ion if the size of each branch of
a switch statement is too small
that duplication is not likely to
cause troubles.
Each branch of a Switch State-
ment has more than three
lines of code.
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Java framework for source code meta-programming. It provides an infrastructure for
Java source code analysis and transformation tools.
Step Three: Detecting smells in the abstract syntax trees. We developed Java
detection algorithms for each smell (based on the definitions produced during Step
One). These algorithms are based on searching the abstract syntax trees for code con-
taining each of the five smells. The result of this search is that every file is labeled
as: either containing (or not) each of the three smells that we detect categorically and
with a number for the two smells that we detect continuously. Our detection tool is
available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/cbsdetector/.
3.5. Evaluating the Performance of our Approach to Smell Detection.
3.5.1. An overview of our evaluation process. We evaluated the performance of our smell
detection tool by comparing the detection performance of our tool with two other detec-
tion tools (Stench Blossom [Murphy-Hill and Black 2010b] and DECOR [Moha et al.
2010]). We also manually evaluated the performance of our tool using two humans. We
chose to evaluate our tool against Stench Blossom as, unlike other tools, it detects a
relatively high number of the smells that we investigate (three of the five smells). We
chose to evaluate our tool against DECOR as it is a well known and increasingly cited
extensible smell detection approach. The DECOR method [Moha et al. 2010] reports
precision values that vary from one smell to the next (from 41.1% to 88.6%) but con-
sistently report 100% recall values. As far as we know, no definitively superior smell
detection tool has emerged against which to compare our tool.
Our tool-based performance evaluation consisted of running our tool, Stench Blos-
som and DECOR on the whole ArgoUML code base (10,539 methods in 1,582 files).
Our tool detected five smells; Stench Blossom detected three smells (Switch State-
ments, Message Chains and Data Clumps); DECOR detected only one smell (Message
Chains). The limitations of the smells DECOR detects are discussed in Section 3.4 and
[Bowes et al. 2013]. For each smell, we then analysed the detection agreements and
disagreements between our tool and the other two tools using Cohen’s Kappa statistic
[Cohen et al. 1960]. Agreement using this statistic is measured on a scale [-1..1] with
the following intepretations used: [-1..0] less than chance agreement; [0.01..0.20] slight
agreement; [0.21..0.40] fair agreement; [0.41..0.60] moderate agreement; [0.61..0.80]
substantial agreement; [0.81..0.99] almost perfect agreement. We chose to report de-
tection performance using Cohen’s Kappa statistic rather than precision or recall, as
no reliable smell baseline exists against which tool detections can be compared. It is
not possible to definitively measure the detection performance of any tool using a real
project like ArgoUML as no exhaustive set of smell data is available. It is not possi-
ble to establish absolutely whether a tool has detected smells accurately on such real
systems.
Our manual evaluation involved two researchers (DR and TS) inspecting 100 sam-
ples of ArgoUML code. For each of the three smells that our tool and Stench Blossom
detected, we randomly chose 100 pieces of code that the two tools did not agree con-
tained a particular smell. We based our manual evaluation on these disagreements as
it gave us an opportunity to look in detail at the basis of the disagreements between
the tools, added to which it was not practical to manually inspect the whole ArgoUML
code base. Depending on the granularity with which we were measuring a particular
smell, i.e., continuously or categorically, these code samples were either 100 files or
100 methods. The two researchers were experienced Java programmers with a good
knowledge of Fowler et al.’s smells. Each was given Fowler et al.’s definitions of the
five smells that we were investigating (Shown in Table I). The two researchers then
each independently inspected the code samples and decided whether or not the sam-
ple contained the smell that the two tools had disagreed on. For each smell, we again
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analysed the detection agreements between the tools and the human inspectors us-
ing Cohen’s Kappa statistic [Cohen et al. 1960]. Further details of our performance
evaluations are available from (Randall [2012] and Bowes et al. [2013]).
3.5.2. The evaluation results. Table VIII shows Switch Statement detections made by
both our tool and Stench Blossom in analysing all 10,539 methods in ArgoUML. Ta-
ble VIII shows that there was almost perfect agreement (0.96 Kappa score) between
our tool and Stench Blossom in detecting Switch Statements. DECOR does not detect
Switch Statements (as discussed in Section 3.4 and in [Bowes et al. 2013]) so we were
unable to compare the performance of our tool in detecting Switch Statements against
that of DECOR. We manually investigated a sample of 100 methods from the 4% dis-
agreement between our tool and Stench Blossom in detecting Switch Statements. Table
IX shows that the two manual inspectors detected Switch Statements very differently.
TS agreed totally with StenchBlossom’s detection of Switch Statements and totally
disagreed with our tool’s detection. We discovered that TS had not applied a threshold
as our tool does12 to identifying a code construct as a Switch Statement. TS identi-
fied anything with the keyword ‘Switch’ as a positive detection. Stench Blossom has
a similar threshold-free approach to Switch Statements. Table IX shows that DR has
fair agreement with both our tool (0.31 Kappa score) and Stench Blossom (0.30 Kappa
score). We discovered that DR was taking a more sophisticated approach to detecting
switch statements and also identifying if-then-else constructs as Switch Statements.
The two inspectors had only moderate agreement (0.44 Kappa score) between them on
Switch Statements.
Table VIII. Switch Statement Detections made by Our Tool
and Stench Blossom in all 10539 ArgoUML Methods
Stench Blossom
Absent Present
Our Tool Absent 10,331 177Present 17 14
κ = 0.9593 n=10,539
Table IX. Switch Statement Detections Manually made by Two




Tools Our Tool 0.31 -0.05Stench Blossom 0.30 1.0
n=100
Table X shows Message Chain detections made by our tool and by Stench Blossom in
analysing all 10,539 methods in ArgoUML and shows that there is substantial agree-
ment (0.78 Kappa score) between the two tools in detecting Message Chains. Table
XI shows agreement in detecting Message Chains between our tool and DECOR in
all 1,582 ArgoUML files13. Table XI shows slight agreement (0.15) between these two
tools. Table XII shows agreement in detecting Message Chains between Stench Blos-
som and DECOR. Table XII shows lower (slight) agreement (0.05) between these two
12Table VII shows that our threshold for a Switch Statement is that a construct must have at least 3
branches
13DECOR only detects Message Chains at the file level so we are unable to make detective comparisons
with DECOR at the method level
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tools on Message Chains. Overall the three tools do not agree with each other on what
a Message Chain is. We manually investigated this disagreement using a sample of
100 methods from the 21% disagreement between our tool and Stench Blossom in de-
tecting Message Chains. Table XIII shows mixed agreements between the two manual
inspectors and the three tools. Fair agreement (0.23) occurred between the two inspec-
tors. Overall tools and people do not substantially agree on what a Message Chain is
and they identify different code constructs as Message Chains. One of the differences
between the tools is that DECOR identifies transitive calls as a Message Chain. Such
transitive calls are not identified by our tool nor by Stench Blossom. In addition such
transitive calls were also not picked up by the human inspectors. This is not surprising
as such calls are hard to identify by visual inspection.
Table X. Message Chain Detections made by Our Tool and
Stench Blossom in all 10539 ArgoUML Methods
Stench Blossom
Absent Present
Our Tool Absent 7,766 1,830Present 106 837
κ = 0.7755 n=10,539
Table XI. Message Chain Detections made by Our Tool and
DECOR in 1582 ArgoUML Files
Our Tool
Absent Present
DECOR Absent 1,039 364Present 87 92
κ = 0.15 n=1,582
Table XII. Message Chain Detections made by DECOR and
Stench Blossom in 1582 ArgoUML Files
Stench Blossom
Absent Present
DECOR Absent 482 921Present 35 144
κ = 0.05 n=1,582
Table XIV shows Data Clump detections made by both our tool and Stench Blossom
in analysing all 1,582 ArgoUML files. Table XIV shows slight agreement (0.05 Kappa
score) in detecting Data Clumps between our tool and Stench Blossom. DECOR does
not detect Data Clumps (as discussed in Section 3.4 and in [Bowes et al. 2013]) so we
were unable to compare the performance of our tool in detecting Data Clumps against
that of DECOR. Table XV shows that the manual inspectors had extremely poor de-
tection agreements with either tool for Data Clumps. In addition, the two inspectors
disagreed with each other on detecting Data Clumps (κ=-0.0556). Overall agreement
levels between tools and between inspectors were lowest for detecting Data Clumps.
We believe that this result is due to Data Clumps being particularly difficult to for-
mally define from Fowler et al.’s original definitions. Consequently, tools and people
use different definitions in their detections.
We were unable to evaluate the performance of our tool detecting Speculative Gen-
erality or Middle Man as neither of the tools detect these smells. However given the
variable agreements between all three tools on detecting the smells, we have no rea-
son to believe that the results would have been any less variable for the two additional
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Table XIII. Message Chain Detections Manually made by Two




Tools Our Tool -0.40 -0.38Stench Blossom 0.28 -0.01
DECOR 0.31 0.09
n=100
Table XIV. Data Clump Detections made by Our Tool and
Stench Blossom in all 1,582 ArgoUML files
Stench Blossom
Absent Present
Our Tool Absent 958 523Present 50 51
κ = 0.0477 n=1,582
Table XV. Data Clump Detections Manually made by Two Hu-




Tools Our Tool -0.1 0.0Stench Blossom -0.1 0.0
n=100
smells. Like our results, DECOR [Moha et al. 2010] similarly reports precision values
which vary from one smell to the next (from 41.1% to 88.6%).
3.5.3. Conclusions of Our Tool Performance Evaluation. Our evaluation shows that it is in-
credibly hard to define and operationalise smell definitions either for automatic or
manual smell detection. Although for some smells our tool agreed well with Stench
Blossom, generally agreement levels between tools, between tools and humans, and
even between humans were poor. Our results on the performance of detection tools
are in keeping with those of Fontana et al. [2011]. Our results on the performance of
human inspectors call into question Marinescu [2004]’s study reporting that the ac-
curacy for the manual detection of smells is about 87%. We found poor and variable
agreement rates between inspectors. But detection will be influenced by the number,
quality and preparation of the inspectors.
The general poor detection performance of tools and humans is exacerbated by the
problem of having no baseline smell data with which to compare detection perfor-
mance. It is impossible to know for real systems like those in this study which de-
tection approach is actually best. We believe that the detection performance problems
explicitly revealed by our study are endemic (though not made explicit) in other stud-
ies which detect smells. Our evaluations reveal a significant challenge for the smell
community to address for the future.
However the important thing about our evaluation results is that although tools and
people detect different code constructs as containing a smell, the definition of those
constructs must be explicit and transparent. As long as the construct that is being de-
fined as a specific smell is transparent and accessible (as ours are), future researchers
can understand, evolve and converge on a more widespread understanding of what a
smell actually is and the smell nuances that are important.
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3.6. Open Source Systems Used in this Investigation
We use source code and repository data from Eclipse, ArgoUML, and Apache Com-
mons. We chose these three projects because they are well-known, mature systems
that have a significant amount of change and fault data in their repositories. All three
systems are written in Java. Table XVI summarises the releases and packages of the
systems that we use. Table XVI shows that the six Apache Commons projects that
we selected cover a variety of application areas (including database handling and net-
working). A rich variety of faults are likely to occur in these different projects.
Overall, we identified 560 source code files from release 3.1 of the core package of
the Eclipse project, 1,582 source code files from the whole of ArgoUML, and 191 source
code files from the six Apache Commons projects. JUnit tests were excluded from our
data sets.
Table XVI. A Summary of Research Data







Eclipse JDT Core 3.1 154 560 11
Apache
Commons
Common Codec 1.3 5 22 3
Common DBCP 1.2.1 10 25 3
Common DbUtils 1.1 3 19 1
Common IO 1.3.2 12 47 5
Common Logging 1.1 7 10 6
Common Net 1.4.1 33 68 7
ArgoUML All 0.26 Beta 1 274 1582 11
3.7. Fault Data Collection
There is no completely accurate way in which to collect fault data from open source
projects [Illes-Seifert and Paech 2008] and [Zeller 2013]. Our previous study [Hall et al.
2010] comparing three approaches to fault data collection suggests that the precision
and recall of the Zimmermann et al. [2007] approach to identifying software faults
from open-source projects is not as competitive as a manual approach. However, Zim-
mermann et al.’s approach is more practical than a manual approach for large data
sets and is commonly used in studies of faults (e.g., S´liwerski et al. [2005], Schro¨ter
et al. [2006], Illes-Seifert and Paech [2008], and Nagappan et al. [2006]). Zimmermann
et al.’s approach is so commonly used that it could be argued it has become the de-facto
fault data collection approach. Consequently, we used Zimmermann et al.’s approach
to collect fault data. Zimmermann et al.’s approach identifies software faults by lo-
cating bug fixes in the version configuration repository and then confirms these using
Bugzilla bug reports. Zimmermann et al.’s approach is summarised as follows:
(1) Locate ‘bug’, ‘fix(ed)’ and ‘update(d)’ tokens in check-in comments.
(2) If a version entry contains one or more tokens and those tokens are followed by
numbers, this version entry is seen as a potential bug fix.
(3) Those numbers are treated as bug IDs.
(4) The bug IDs are checked with bug reports from the bug reporting system (e.g.
Bugzilla, JIRA). If a bug ID can be found in a bug report, the corresponding version
entry can be seen as a bug fix.
We developed an Apache Ant script to automate the above process of collecting fault
data. Apache Ant is a Java based script engine. We chose to use Apache Ant as it
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includes both CVS and SVN plugins which meant we could write scripts to download
source code automatically. We applied our Apache Ant script to collect faults from
two14 releases of each project using our fault identification script. We then associated
each fault with each source code file. We calculated the number of faults related to
a particular source code release as the number of identified fault fixes between this
release and the next release. We also considered a fault fix of a fault fix (i.e. where a
fix is made to a previously fixed piece of code) as two faults rather than a single fault.
Previous studies show that a fix is likely to introduce new problems (S´liwerski et al.
[2005], Kim et al. [2007]), so ignoring fixes of a fix could miss useful data. Our approach
means that each file has a count of the number of faults found in that file (i.e., it is a
continuous or integer variable). Although we could have collected fault data at a lower
level of granularity, e.g., we could have identified the line(s) of code that contained the
fault and established whether those faulty LOC contained a smell, we did not do this
for two reasons. First, Zimmermann et al.’s approach reports at the file level. Second,
smelly code does not necessarily have a direct impact on faults. It is likely that smelly
code in a file produces code that is structured in such a way as to make inserting faults
more likely. Consequently, we wanted to examine the relationship between faults and
smells at a higher level of granularity than the line of code.
All of our raw fault and smell data is available to other researchers at https://
bugcatcher.stca.herts.ac.uk/badsmells.
3.8. Statistical Analysis Technique
Many statistical analysis techniques require data to be normally distributed. Before
identifying an appropriate analysis technique, we tested the distribution of our data.
Figure 4 (Appendix E) shows that our dependent variable, i.e., the number of faults in
files, is not normally distributed across any of the three systems. This distribution is
to be expected given that the vast majority of files are likely to contain no faults. We
then tested whether the fault data was more normal if, rather than using fault counts,
we used fault densities (i.e. the number of faults per KLOC in a file). Fault density nor-
malises for the likelihood that larger files will contain more faults. Figure 5 (Appendix
E) shows that fault density is not normally distributed in any of the systems. This lack
of normally-distributed data means that many techniques should not be applied to this
data (e.g., ANOVA is not an appropriate technique for our data).
The number of faults is a count variable as it is a randomly generated non-negative
integer. The Poisson distribution is the simplest way to describe the distribution of
such a variable. A key feature of the Poisson distribution is that its mean and vari-
ance are equal [Dobson 2010]. In practice, real data usually have variability exceeding
the expected value by the Poisson. This phenomenon is called over-dispersion. There-
fore, when the Poisson is too simple to model the count data, the Negative Binomial
distribution is usually applied because it permits the variance to exceed the mean.
We applied a test for over-dispersion in our data. The null hypothesis is that
the variance of the data is equal to the expected mean. The results in Table XXV
(Appendix A) show that there is very strong evidence (p − value < 0.001) against the
null hypothesis over all data sets. We therefore use Negative Binomial regression
[Coxe et al. 2009] on the datasets. This technique is also suitable for the combination
of continuous and categorical data that we will be using. The formula for Negative
Binomial regression is:
14Zimmermann et al. [2007] approach identifies faults by analysing check-in comment messages. To collect
faults from a particular release, check-in comments from the next release must also be collected. Conse-
quently, we collected faults from two releases of each project but only identified smells using one release -
the first release.
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ln(dv) = intercept+ c1p1 + c2p2...cnpn (1)
dv = eintercept+c1p1+c2p2...cnpn (2)
We also employed the generalised likelihood ratio test (GLRT) [Dobson 2010] to de-
cide whether a complex Negative Binomial regression model should be used or not.
GLRT says that when the simpler model is correct, twice the difference between the
maximised value of the log-likelihood from the simpler model and that for the more
complex one is approximately chi-square distributed.
In our review of 208 previous fault prediction studies [Hall et al. 2012], we found sev-
eral other research groups have used Negative Binomial Regression in their studies of
software faults, e.g., Ostrand et al. [2005], Succi et al. [2003] and Gao and Khoshgof-
taar [2007].
Finally we assessed the multicollinearity among variables using variation inflation
factor (VIF). Appendix B shows VIF values for each dataset. It can be seen that all
VIF values are less than 2. Note that a VIF >10 is a sign of multicollinearity suggest-
ing either there are high correlations between pairs of variables, or there would be a
significant change in the regression estimates after a minor change in the data.
4. RESULTS
4.1. Descriptive Statistics
Full raw data (both smell and fault data) are available from our on-line supplementary
material15 with the scatter plot matrices in Appendix C providing further information
on the distribution of data in each of the three systems. These plots show the distri-
bution between any two of the variables that we are studying and allow for visual
inspection of co-located features. Appendix C shows that the density and distribution
of smells vary in each system. Appendix D shows the correlations between Indepen-
dent Variables. Most of the correlations are low (<0.30)16 apart from in Eclipse where
there is a strong correlation between LOC and Message Chains, as well as a weak cor-
relation between LOC and Switch Statements. Correlation between smells and LOC
has been previously reported (as discussed in Section 2.2) and this is the reason we in-
cluded LOC in our study. Correlation between smells has also been previously reported
(as discussed in Section 2.1). However, we found no correlation between the smells we
investigated. The lack of correlation demonstrates that these smells are almost orthog-
onal features and further justifies our choice of the bad smells.
4.2. Relationships between Code Smells and Faults
We applied Negative Binomial regression to Eclipse, Apache Commons, and ArgoUML
datasets. Our Negative Binomial regression models are built with number of faults
in a file as the dependent variable and number of LOC, together with Data Clumps
(existence of), Middle Man (existence of), Switch Statements (number of), Speculative
Generality (existence of), and Message Chains (number of) as the independent vari-
ables. All these variables are at the file level.
For each dataset, we iteratively built an interaction model that best fits the data.
The first order interaction model involves all independent variables. Our first order
interaction model does two things: first, it separates the impact of each independent
variable on faults from the impact of all other independent variables; second, it anal-
15https://bugcatcher.stca.herts.ac.uk/tosem2014/
16Correlations above 0.5 are strong.
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yses the impact of every pair of independent variables on faults17. We select from this
first order model only the terms significantly associated with faults and build a simpler
model. We continue iteratively building simpler and better fitted models until we have
built the simplest model for the data. We explain in detail this iterative model-building
process in the next sub-section where we build the model for the Eclipse dataset.
4.2.1. Eclipse. Table XVII shows the first order interaction model for Eclipse. Each
row in the table represents the smell tested in relation to the number of faults in a
file. Combinations of smells are also tested using multiplicative interaction terms, i.e.,
when smells occur in a file that we are measuring as categorical or binary variables
then the interaction term evaluates to 1 (1 × 1) if both smells are present in a file.
For example, the DataClumps:MiddleMan row tests for a relationship between faults
and occurrences of both the Data Clumps and Middle Man smell in files, if both these
smells are present in a file the interaction term evaluates to 1. These interaction terms
ignore the presence or absence of any other smell in the file. Testing the relationship
between LOC and faults is also included in the table. The Intercept row in the table
summarises the average impact on faults of factors not explicitly mentioned in the
table.
Table XVII. The first order interaction negative binomial regression model on Eclipse data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.2118 0.0849 -2.50 0.0126
LOC 0.0023 0.0005 4.87 0.0000
DataClumps -0.6626 0.2153 -3.08 0.0021
MiddleMan -0.3143 0.1944 -1.62 0.1059
SpeculativeGenerality -0.1096 0.0499 -2.20 0.0280
SwitchStatements -0.3686 0.3111 -1.19 0.2360
MessageChains 0.0832 0.0332 2.51 0.0122
LOC:DataClumps 0.0025 0.0009 2.87 0.0041
LOC:MiddleMan -0.0014 0.0010 -1.42 0.1570
LOC:SpeculativeGenerality 0.0005 0.0002 2.75 0.0059
LOC:SwitchStatements -0.0009 0.0008 -1.10 0.2702
LOC:MessageChains -0.0002 0.0001 -2.64 0.0083
DataClumps:MiddleMan 0.2893 0.3966 0.73 0.4657
DataClumps:SpeculativeGenerality -0.0354 0.0896 -0.39 0.6929
DataClumps:SwitchStatements -0.4971 0.5102 -0.97 0.3299
DataClumps:MessageChains 0.0176 0.0331 0.53 0.5947
MiddleMan:SpeculativeGenerality 0.0199 0.1027 0.19 0.8467
MiddleMan:SwitchStatements 0.8255 0.4189 1.97 0.0488
MiddleMan:MessageChains 0.0152 0.0312 0.49 0.6255
SpeculativeGenerality:SwitchStatements -0.1714 0.1318 -1.30 0.1934
SpeculativeGenerality:MessageChains -0.0160 0.0098 -1.63 0.1023
SwitchStatements:MessageChains 0.1815 0.0574 3.16 0.0016
The first order interaction model for Eclipse (shown in Table XVII) has a resid-
ual deviance equal to 531.1 on 538 degrees of freedom (DF). Because its residual de-
viance is no larger than its DF, the model fits acceptably. However, Table XVII shows
that LOC, DataClumps, SpeculativeGenerality, MessageChains, LOC:DataClumps,
LOC:SpeculativeGenerality, LOC:MessageChains, MiddleMan:SwitchStatements, and
SwitchStatements:MessageChains are the only terms significantly (p − value < 0.05)
related to numbers of faults. Therefore, we develop a simpler model using only these
terms.
17We did not build an interaction model based on all combinations of our independent variables as there
was not enough data for this analysis.
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Table XVIII shows this simpler model for Eclipse. The simpler model is more ac-
ceptable than the first order model because its residual deviance 531.4 is less than 550
degrees of freedom. Furthermore, in the simpler model LOC, DataClumps, Specula-
tiveGenerality, MessageChains, LOC:DataClumps and LOC:MessageChains are sig-
nificant (p− value < 0.05).
Table XVIII. A simpler negative binomial regression model on Eclipse data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.2581 0.0798 -3.24 0.0012
LOC 0.0021 0.0004 4.72 0.0000
DataClumps -0.5845 0.2051 -2.85 0.0044
SpeculativeGenerality -0.1220 0.0465 -2.62 0.0087
MessageChains 0.0850 0.0225 3.78 0.0002
LOC:DataClumps 0.0020 0.0006 3.50 0.0005
LOC:SpeculativeGenerality 0.0002 0.0001 1.41 0.1578
LOC:MessageChains -0.0002 0.0000 -3.28 0.0010
MiddleMan:SwitchStatements -0.0487 0.2580 -0.19 0.8503
MessageChains:SwitchStatements 0.0268 0.0329 0.82 0.4144
We now use these six significant terms to fit a much simpler model, whose results
are shown in Table XIX. The model has a residual deviance 527.8 on 553 degrees of
freedom. We can test the overall effect of the much simpler model by comparing the
log likelihood of the first order model with the model excluding those six terms using
GLRT. The change in log-likelihood is about 28.25, which is larger than the change of
9 in DF, suggesting those six terms are most significant to the fitted model.
Table XIX. A much simpler negative binomial regression model on Eclipse data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -0.2956 0.0762 -3.88 0.0001
LOC 0.0024 0.0004 6.28 0.0000
DataClumps -0.5987 0.2058 -2.91 0.0036
SpeculativeGenerality -0.0811 0.0317 -2.56 0.0104
MessageChains 0.0667 0.0203 3.28 0.0010
LOC:DataClumps 0.0021 0.0006 3.52 0.0004
LOC:MessageChains -0.0001 0.0000 -2.93 0.0034
The estimates of these three models change, for example, Intercept is about −0.2118
in the first model (Table XVII), then −0.2581 in the simpler model (Table XVIII) and
−0.2956 in the final model (Table XIX). The reason for this change is that the meaning
of these Estimate Values depends on what other independent variables are in each
model. For example, Intercept in the first model can be interpreted as the expectation
of log value of the number of faults when the number of LOC, Data Clumps, Middle
Man, Switch Statements, Speculative Generality, and Message Chains are all equal to
0. In the final model, Intercept is the expectation of log value of the number of faults
when only the number of LOC and Message Chains are equal to 0. So, Intercept must
be the best estimate of log value of the number of faults over the ranges of values of
Data Clumps, Middle Man, Switch Statements, and Speculative Generality in the final
model.
In Table XIX LOC, MessageChains, and LOC:DataClumps are associated
with higher numbers of faults. SpeculativeGenerality, LOC:DataClumps, and
LOC:MessageChains are negatively related to the number of faults18. This negative
18A factor that reduces the number of faults is indicated by a negative estimated coefficients (that is values
in the Estimate column in the Table) and visa versa.
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relation means that the occurrence of, for example, LOC:MessageChains is related to
lower number of faults. Figure 7 (Appendix F) visualises faults in relation to LOC and
Message Chains from the Eclipse model in Table XIX and shows that the model fits the
data well. Figure 7 shows that Eclipse files with higher lines of code tend, as expected,
to have higher numbers of faults and files with higher numbers of Message Chains
tend to have higher numbers of faults. However, files with higher lines of code and
higher numbers of Message Chains tend to have lower numbers of faults. For brevity,
we include only one visualisation of the Eclipse data.
Despite the significant associations shown in Table XIX, the effect of these associa-
tions on the numbers of faults is small. The McFadden effect size statistic [McFadden
1977] for Table XIX is 0.08. This effect size is small, showing that only 8 percent of the
faults in Eclipse can be accounted for by the variables in Table XIX. The significant In-
tercept in Table XIX confirms that there are other factors significantly affecting faults
that do not appear in the model.
4.2.2. ArgoUML. A similar analysis has been carried out on the ArgoUML dataset.
Table XX shows the first order model built for ArgoUML. The model has a residual
deviance equal to 655.4 on 1, 560 DF. A simpler model is built by iteratively removing
non-significant terms and the results are shown in Table XXI. All terms in this simpler
model are highly significant. This model has a residual deviance equal to 641.2 on 1, 575
DF. Table XXI shows that ArgoUML files with high numbers of either Data Clumps
or Message Chains or files with high numbers of lines of code are faulty, but files with
both high LOC and Data Clumps or Message Chains are less faulty. Table XXI also
shows that Middle Man reduces the number of faults in ArgoUML. Figure 8 (Appendix
F) visualises faults in relation to LOC and Message Chains from the ArgoUML model
in Table XXI and shows that the model fits the data well. For brevity, we include only
one visualisation of the ArgoUML data.
A similar effect size can be measured for ArgoUML as has also been done for the
Eclipse dataset. The McFadden effect size statistic for Table XXI is 0.08. This is again
a small effect size showing that only 8 percent of faults can be accounted for by the
variables in Table XXI. The significant Intercept in Table XXI, again, confirms that
there are other factors significantly affecting faults that do not appear in the model.
4.2.3. Apache Commons. A similar analysis has been carried out on the Apache Com-
mons dataset. Table XXII shows the first order model built for Apache Commons.
No Message Chains appear in the table, because only three files contained Message
Chains. Consequently we deleted this variable as there was not enough data to build
a valid model. The model we did build has a residual deviance equal to 147.5 on 177
DF. A simpler model is iteratively built and the results are shown in Table XXIII. Dat-
aClumps and DataClumps:LOC remain significant in Table XXIII. This model has a
residual deviance equal to 154.9 on 188 DF. Figure 6 (Appendix F) visualises this model
and shows that the data fits the model well.
A similar effect size can be measured for Apache as has been done for the Eclipse
and ArgoUML datasets. The McFadden effect size statistic for Table XXIII is 0.07. This
is also a small effect size showing that only 7 percent of faults can be accounted for by
the variables in Table XXIII. The significant Intercept in XXIII, again, confirms that
there are other factors significantly affecting faults that do not appear in the model.
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Table XX. A negative binomial regression model on ArgoUml data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -2.4080 0.1200 -20.06 0.0000
LOC 0.0045 0.0009 4.97 0.0000
DataClumps 1.1684 0.3822 3.06 0.0022
MiddleMan -0.6398 0.2683 -2.39 0.0171
SpeculativeGenerality 0.1336 0.0616 2.17 0.0301
SwitchStatements 0.4956 0.6148 0.81 0.4202
MessageChains 0.0676 0.0208 3.25 0.0011
LOC:DataClumps -0.0049 0.0011 -4.63 0.0000
LOC:MiddleMan 0.0008 0.0013 0.58 0.5599
LOC:SpeculativeGenerality 0.0003 0.0002 2.09 0.0370
LOC:SwitchStatements -0.0001 0.0009 -0.10 0.9184
LOC:MessageChains -0.0001 0.0000 -4.00 0.0001
DataClumps:MiddleMan 0.8852 0.5649 1.57 0.1171
DataClumps:SpeculativeGenerality -0.1137 0.0884 -1.29 0.1986
DataClumps:SwitchStatements 1.0369 0.7532 1.38 0.1686
DataClumps:MessageChains 0.0445 0.0325 1.37 0.1710
MiddleMan:SpeculativeGenerality -0.2723 0.1049 -2.60 0.0094
MiddleMan:SwitchStatements 0.3184 1.0158 0.31 0.7540
MiddleMan:MessageChains 0.0953 0.0306 3.11 0.0018
SpeculativeGenerality:SwitchStatements -0.2823 0.2141 -1.32 0.1873
SpeculativeGenerality:MessageChains -0.0084 0.0047 -1.80 0.0711
SwitchStatements:MessageChains -0.1069 0.0817 -1.31 0.1911
Table XXI. A simpler negative binomial regression model on ArgoUml data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) -2.3600 0.1117 -21.13 0.0000
LOC 0.0049 0.0007 7.14 0.0000
DataClumps 1.7781 0.2554 6.96 0.0000
MiddleMan -0.5163 0.2007 -2.57 0.0101
MessageChains 0.0620 0.0174 3.56 0.0004
LOC:DataClumps -0.0047 0.0007 -6.47 0.0000
LOC:MessageChains -0.0001 0.0000 -3.91 0.0001
Table XXII. A negative binomial regression model on Apache data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 0.3167 0.2355 1.34 0.1787
LOC 0.0032 0.0013 2.48 0.0130
DataClumps -6.9503 2.0258 -3.43 0.0006
MiddleMan -0.1794 0.3315 -0.54 0.5884
SpeculativeGenerality -0.2046 0.1906 -1.07 0.2832
SwitchStatements -1.5977 0.9429 -1.69 0.0902
LOC:DataClumps 0.0089 0.0033 2.71 0.0068
LOC:MiddleMan -0.0002 0.0025 -0.09 0.9278
LOC:SpeculativeGenerality -0.0030 0.0016 -1.83 0.0670
LOC:SwitchStatements 0.0039 0.0026 1.49 0.1351
DataClumps:MiddleMan 2.7708 1.6662 1.66 0.0963
DataClumps:SpeculativeGenerality 1.4652 0.4775 3.07 0.0022
MiddleMan:SpeculativeGenerality -0.2482 0.6232 -0.40 0.6904
SpeculativeGenerality:SwitchStatements -1.0080 1.9404 -0.52 0.6034
Table XXIII. A simpler negative binomial regression model on Apache data
Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)
(Intercept) 0.3471 0.1296 2.68 0.0074
DataClumps -4.0870 0.8374 -4.88 0.0000
DataClumps:LOC 0.0080 0.0019 4.11 0.0000
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4.2.4. Summary of Results. Table XXIV provides an overview of our results for the
three systems. There is no significant relationship in any of the three systems between
faults and Switch Statements. There are significant relationships between faults and
LOC and Message Chains across two systems. Where there is a relationship between
faults and smells, it is not always a positive relationship. Some smells (e.g., Middle
Man in ArgoUML) are associated with fewer rather than more faults. Table XXIV
suggests that no consistent relationships exist between particular smells and faults
across all three systems. Commonality does exist between Eclipse and ArgoUML and
between Eclipse and Apache Commons in the relationships between some smells
and faults. The significant relationships shown in Table XXIV all have relatively
small effect sizes, which means that where smells seem to affect fault numbers, the
impact is small. Factors other than smells have a greater effect on faults. The results
presented allow us to respond to our initial hypotheses as follows:
Hypotheses 1: The Data Clumps Smell has no effect (either on its own or in com-
bination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Reject. Data Clumps seem to effect all three of the systems. Data Clumps is related
to fewer faults in two of the systems and related to more faults in one system. Where
Data Clumps are combined with larger files, more faults can be observed in two
systems and fewer faults in one system. The effect of Data Clumps on the number of
faults is small.
Hypotheses 2: The Middle Man Smell has no effect (either on its own or in com-
bination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Partially reject. Middle Man Smells are related to fewer faults in some but not all
systems. Where Middle Man Smells affect faults the size of that effect is small.
Hypotheses 3: The Speculative Generality Smell has no effect (either on its own
or in combination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Partially reject. Speculative Generality Smells are related to fewer faults in one
system. Where Speculative Generality Smells affect faults the size of that effect is
small.
Hypotheses 4: The Switch Statements Smell has no effect (either on its own or in
combination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Accept. The Switch Statements Smell seems not to affect faults in the systems.
Hypotheses 5: The Message Chain Smell has no effect (either on its own or in
combination with other smells) on numbers of faults in files.
Partially reject. In the two systems that contained Message Chains they are related
to more faults. Where the Message Chain Smell is combined with larger files, fewer
faults can be observed in these two systems. Where the Message Chain Smell affects
faults, the size of that effect is small.
Hypothesis 6: The size of files is not related to numbers of faults in files.
Partially reject. The size of files seems to be related to more faults in some but not
all systems. Where the size of files is combined with the Message Chain Smell, fewer
faults can be observed. Where the size of files affects faults, the size of that effect is
small.
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Table XXIV. A Summary of the Impact of smells and LOC on Faults
Eclipse ArgoUML Apache Commons
LOC positive positive




















positive = associated with more faults; negative = associated with fewer faults
5. DISCUSSION
Our findings contribute important evidence for future researchers and practitioners
on the effect of smells on faults.
5.1. Some Smells are not Related to Faults
In the three systems that we analysed, we found no evidence of a relationship be-
tween faults and Switch Statements. This is an important finding as it highlights for
researchers a smell likely to be unimportant in future studies of faults. This find-
ing also provides practitioners with valuable information on refactoring: refactoring
Switch Statements is unlikely to reduce faults in their systems. It is important that
results are published which identify smells where no effect on faults can be found. Such
results allow practitioners and future researchers to direct their effort towards iden-
tifying and prioritising refactoring smells most likely to actually be related to faults.
Our findings add Switch Statements to the catalogue of smells identified by previous
studies (e.g., Li and Shatnawi [2007], D’Ambros et al. [2010]) as having no effect on
faults. Our results also add to the growing evidence that many smells may not be
worth refactoring. For example, Sjøberg et al. [2013] report that the 12 smells that
they investigated had no significant effect on increasing maintenance effort in the four
systems that they studied.
5.2. Smell Effects are Unstable Across Systems
None of the five smells that we studied have a consistent effect on faults across all
three systems. Some commonality exists between Eclipse and the other two systems.
Many previous studies report that fault prediction models perform very poorly when
transferred to other systems [Bell et al. 2006; Denaro and Pezze` 2002; Nagappan et al.
2006]. The differing results that we present may explain some of this fault prediction
model performance instability. The same smell (or independent variable) has differ-
ent effects on faults across different systems because smells manifest differently in
different systems. Systems are developed for different applications in different envi-
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ronments by different developers often using different coding styles. Consequently, the
code produced will have different characteristics. For example, in the three systems
that we studied, Apache Commons developers used very few Message Chains. Conse-
quently it is not surprising that despite Message Chains being significantly related to
faults in Eclipse and ArgoUML, they were not related to faults in Apache Commons.
It is important that future work defines the different manifestations of the same smell
and identifies those manifestations that affect faults.
The inconsistent findings reported by previous smell studies may be partially ex-
plained in terms of the different systems that have been used in these studies. For
example, Duplicate Code is reported by some studies to increase faults [Juergens et al.
2009] but by other studies to reduce faults [Rahman et al. 2010]. The characteristics
of the smells in the individual systems must be accounted for in future studies.
5.3. Some Smells Increase Faults and other Smells Reduce Faults
Some smells do have statistically significant relationships with faults in some systems.
The occurrence of some smells is related to more faults, but the occurrence of other
smells is related to fewer faults.
Message Chains are related to higher numbers of faults in Eclipse and ArgoUML
files. This finding may well demonstrate the dangers of breaking the Law of Deme-
ter [Lieberherr et al. 1988], which warns against using objects to access subsequent
objects. We add Message Chains to the catalogue of smells reported previously (e.g.,
Shotgun Surgery, God Class, and God Method [Li and Shatnawi 2007]) to increase the
number of faults in some circumstances in some systems.
Middle Man smells are related to fewer faults in ArgoUML and Data Clumps are
related to fewer faults in Eclipse and Apache Commons. Currently, it is difficult to ex-
plain why this might be the case. However, our results enable us to add Data Clumps,
Speculative Generality, and Middle Man to the catalogue of smells reported previously
as decreasing the number of faults in some circumstances in some systems (e.g., Du-
plicated Code [Rahman et al. 2010]).
5.4. Code Size is an Important Consideration
Our results suggest that code size alone can affect faults; increased lines of code related
to increased faults in both Eclipse and ArgoUML files. Code size alone did not affect
faults in Apache Commons files, however, the size of files in Apache Commons tends
to be smaller than files in the other two systems.
Our results also suggest that increased file size may mitigate the effect that Mes-
sage Chains have on increased faults in Eclipse and ArgoUML. Our results showed
increased faults where Message Chains occur in Eclipse and ArgoUML files, but where
Message Chains occur together with increased file size, we found fewer faults. A man-
ual inspection of larger than average files with many Message Chains suggests that
such files are often God Classes. God Classes have previously been identified as having
fewer faults [Olbrich et al. 2010]. Perhaps because God Classes are frequently used,
they may be more thoroughly tested and any faults identified and fixed early in the
lifecycle. We also manually inspected smaller than average files with many Message
Chains (there are few of these files). Such files tended to also have few faults. We found
that these files are usually views from the model-view-controller design pattern. It is
possible that such files are relatively easy to visually inspect and so their low faulti-
ness is not surprising. There are many more small files without Message Chains which
have few faults. However, in ArgoUML there are 14 files which are smaller than aver-
age, without Message Chains, but which are faulty. We found that 10 of these files were
models from the model-view-controller pattern. This finding suggests that while one
element of this pattern (the view) is less fault-prone, another element (the model) is
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fault-prone. It may be that while the view element is easy to visually check for faults,
the model element is less easy to visually check for faults. Investigating the relation-
ship between this design pattern and faults needs to be investigated further in the
future. We performed a similar manual inspection of files in relation to the occurrence
of Data Clumps. However, we could find no discernable explanation for the faults found
in either small or large files containing Data Clumps.
Overall, our results suggest that the impact of code size on faults is not clear. Despite
the extensive body of previous work on code size, its effect on faults remains poorly un-
derstood. More work is still needed to unravel the relationship between size and the
number of faults, especially in the context of smells. Our results suggest the effect
which size has on smells and their relationship with faults may not be as straightfor-
ward as Vokac [2004] and Olbrich et al. [2010] report.
5.5. The Effect Size of Smells on Faults is Small
Our results show that where smells do affect faults the size of that effect is relatively
small. Yamashita and Moonen [2013b] also report that smells have only a minor effect
on maintenance problems. In their study, only 30% of files that gave problems during
maintenance, contained any of the 12 smells they investigated. All of the effects of
smells that we report are under 10 per cent. Other factors have much more effect
on faults than the smells we consider. This is a very important finding and suggests
that fault reduction strategies which focus only on refactoring smells (and on file size)
will have limited impact. Previous studies have reported on various other factors that
affect faults. For example, a combination of socio-technical factors have been reported
to affect faults [Bird et al. 2009], and also a combination of static code metrics, process
metrics, and source code text demonstrates good fault detection [Shivaji et al. 2009]. It
is likely that a range of factors need to included in any approach to fault reduction.
It is critically important that studies report the effect size for any relationships re-
ported between smells and faults. Most do not [Kampenes et al. 2007]. A notable ex-
ception being Sjøberg et al. [2013]. Most simply report that a significant relationship
exists between a smell and faults. Reporting only the significance of the relationship
can give a misleading indication of the effect of the smell on faults. Our results show
that even where smells do have a significant relationship with faults, the impact of
smells on faults is minor. Practitioner and researcher effort is probably better focused
on factors which have a larger effect on faults. It is likely that the number of faults is
affected by very many factors. Future work should identify the sets of factors affecting
faults and the size of their effects.
5.6. Smell Detection Methodology is a Challenge
Our evaluation of smell detection performance shows that it is difficult to define and
operationalise smell definitions either for automatic or manual smell detection. Gen-
erally, agreement levels on what code contains a smell are poor between tools, between
tools and humans, and even between humans. This general poor performance of tools
and humans is exacerbated by the problem of having no baseline smell data with which
to compare detection performance (i.e., it is not possible to construct a definitive list of
smells for a system against which to compare detections). So, it is impossible to know
for real systems which detection approach is actually best. This problem is exacer-
bated by a lack of transparency in the smell definitions used by some tools. Smells are
highly subjective and universally defining and detecting smells is increasingly being
recognised as challenging, if not impossible [Liu et al. 2013]. Our findings reveal sig-
nificant, and so far largely ignored, methodological challenges for the smell community
to address.
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6. THREATS TO VALIDITY
6.1. Internal validity
We did not fully evaluate the detection accuracy of our tool. In particular we did
not evaluate how accurately our tool detected Speculative Generality or Middle Man
smells. However, we have no reason to believe that our tool performs any differently
for these two smells than it does for those smells that we did evaluate. Furthermore,
we have no evidence that our tool performs any worse than existing smell detection
tools. Overall, it is difficult for any tool developer to evaluate detection performance on
real systems as definitive lists of smells do not exist. Calculating the precision of the
tool is difficult.
We did not manually examine many files containing relatively high numbers of
faults which also contained none of the five smells we investigate. Such an exami-
nation may have revealed other structures (and possibly other smells) that have a
greater effect on faults and which may be confounding our results. We are planning a
future study to investigate the effect size of a large number of factors on fault numbers.
6.2. External Validity
Only considering source code from open-source projects is a limitation. These systems
may not be representative of the way developers develop systems more generally. As
in all such studies that use open-source systems, our results may not be relevant to
commercial software projects. However, the three systems that we do investigate cover
a range of system sizes, application areas, and faults. In selecting these systems, it is
likely that a wide variety of coding styles have been included, which generate a variety
of smell and fault data.
One of the projects (Apache Commons) is made up of a collection of separate projects.
The aggregation of the Apache Commons data may be a thrreat because each project
is independent and not necessarily written by the same developers. However, we do
not believe this aggregation to be a problem because, first more coding styles are in-
troduced into the study, generating a wider range of smelly code to analyse; second,
Eclipse and ArgoUML are also collections of packages and plug-ins performing very
different tasks. All the individual items are usually used necessarily together for all
three systems, for example Apache libraries are almost always used together and not
separately as individual systems.
6.3. Construct Validity
Smell definitions will always be subjective and moving from the original definitions,
which are not formal and were probably never meant to be formal, to definitions that
can be implemented in a tool will always be problematic. Widespread differences exist
in the way that Fowler and Beck’s smells have been interpreted and defined both in the
literature and in smell detection tools [Fontana et al. 2011]. As in DECOR [Moha et al.
2010], our smell definitions may be different from other researchers’ and practitioners’
definitions. Our definitions are based on empirical evidence using a variety of expe-
rienced programmers. They are not perfect definitions, and not everyone will agree
with them, but we are explicit about the code constructs that we are detecting and
this transparency will enable our definitions to be inspected, evaluated, and evolved
by others.
Data Clumps could have been measured continuously but we decided to do so had
a high risk of incorrect detections. This risk stems from (as Table II shows) the two
types of Data Clumps: the first type is identified across classes and so a class will ei-
ther contain or not contain a Data Clump; the second type is intra class Data Clumps
where multiple methods have the same signature. The intra class Data Clumps cannot
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always be precisely identified because the list of parameters in the method signature
is not descriptive enough to uniquely identify specific Data Clumps. This is a threat to
our analysis, yet categorical measurement is fairly standard in fault prediction studies
where many previous studies even measure faults categorically (i.e., identifying only
whether faults occur in a code unit or not, e.g., Shivaji et al. [2009]). However, cate-
gorical measurement may lose information about amounts of smells, i.e., many Data
Clumps in a file may be more important than only one. Similarly, the strength of the
smell may also be important. For example, the length of a Message Chain may be im-
portant. Although measuring smell strength would be very powerful, doing so presents
challenging definition issues and is beyond the scope of this investigation. As a conse-
quence our results may not be telling the full story in regards to the characteristics of
smells in relation to faults. Investigating these issues are also part of a future study.
7. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we investigated the effect of five smells on the number of faults in three
systems. The only result that was consistent across all three systems was that Switch
Statements had no effect on faults in any of the systems. This finding is important
as it suggests that when fault reduction is the focus of refactoring, spending effort on
refactoring Switch Statements is unlikely to be effective.
Our other results varied across the three systems. For example, Data Clumps in-
creased faults in one system, but reduced faults in the other two systems. Our results
suggest that smells manifest differently in different systems probably dependent on
the application domain and development context. This is an important finding as it
shows that arbitrary refactoring across systems is unlikely to be effective. Future work
is needed to establish the various manifestations of smells and identify those manifes-
tations which affect faults.
We also found that some smells reduced the number of faults rather than increased
them. For example, Middle Man reduced faults in ArgoUML and Speculative Gener-
ality reduced faults in Eclipse. This is an important finding as it suggests that the
arbitrary refactoring of smells may actually be counter-productive.
We also investigated the effect of file size as a confounding factor to the relation-
ship between smells and faults. Our results show that code size alone affects faults in
some systems but not in all systems. This finding may explain why previous studies
report conflicting findings on the effect of lines of code on faults. We also found that
increased file size seems to mitigate the impact of Message Chains on increased faults.
Where Message Chains occurred in larger files, their effect switched from increasing
to reducing faults.
Even where we found that smells did significantly affect faults in files, the size of
that effect was small (always under 10 per cent). It seems that faults are affected by
more factors than the five smells (and code size) that we investigated. It is essential
that future work identifies the set of factors that impact the number of faults in code
and that those factors which have the most effect on faults are identified.
Finally, it is increasingly clear that there are many methodological variations in
studies of smells. Most importantly, there are variations in the definitions of smells
used by studies and in the operationalisation of those definitions in smell detection
tools. These variations mean that different code is identified as containing the same
smell. Such data collection inconsistency undermines the usefulness of individual stud-
ies, making it dangerous to compare the results of one study against another. These
methodological inconsistencies pose a significant challenge for the smell community to
address.
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A. TEST RESULTS FOR OVER-DISPERSION
Table XXV. Test for Over-dispersion on the number of defects
with different datasets.
Data Set Obs.Var/Theor.Var Statistic p-value
Apache 4.46 846.77 0.00
Eclipse 3.40 1900.47 0.00
ArgoUML 2.03 3208.92 0.00
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B. SENSITIVITY OF MODELS
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Fig. 1. A scatter plot matrix of Eclipse.
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Fig. 2. A scatter plot matrix of ArgoUml.
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Fig. 3. A scatter plot matrix of Apache.
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E. DISTRIBUTION OF FAULT NUMBERS







































Fig. 4. Distribution of Fault Numbers.
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Fig. 5. Density of Faults.
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Fig. 6. Visualisation of the Apache data with a superimposed surface which describes the predicted number
of defects using the best fit model (see Table XXIII).
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Fig. 7. Visualisation of the Eclipse data (faults, LOC and Message Chains) with a superimposed surface
which describes the predicted number of defects using the best fit model (see Table XIX).
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Fig. 8. Visualisation of the ArgoUML data (faults, LOC and Message Chains) with a superimposed surface
which describes the predicted number of defects using the best fit model (see Table ??).
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